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W
ith the rapid development of hu-
man society, energy shortage is
increasingly serious all over the

world in recent years. The emerging tech-
nologies for scavenging mechanical energy
from the ambient environment have at-

tracted extensive interest and are consid-

ered to be effective and promising ap-

proaches for solving the energy crisis due

to the great abundance of mechanical en-

ergy existing in our living environment and

industrial production.1�4 Recently, we have

developed a cost-effective and robust tribo-

electric nanogenerator (TENG)5�8 based on

the universally known triboelectric effect

coupled with electric induction.9,10 Among

various TENGs, the rotating TENG can be

utilized to harvest rotational/mechanical

energy through a periodic in-plane sliding/

rotating between two materials with

different triboelectric polarities.11,12 How-

ever, most of the reported TENGs need
two electrodes deposited on the surfaces

of two triboelectric materials for electric
induction,13,14 which substantially imposes

limitations on their applications in some
cases such as the waste energy from rotat-

ing tires in a large number of commercial
vehicles. By utilizing single-electrode-based

TENG techniques,15 it is possible to scav-
enge this kind of waste rotational energy
by utilizing triboelectric materials-based

tires and a metal electrode installed on the
ground or the vehicles, which has potential

applications in waste energy harvesting
from hundreds of millions of commercial

vehicles in the world and the related self-
powered sensor systems.
Wind energy, as an alternative to fossil

fuels, is plentiful, renewable, and widely
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ABSTRACT Rotational energy is abundant and widely available in our living

environment. Harvesting ambient rotational energy has attracted great attention. In this

work, we report a single-electrode-based rotating triboelectric nanogenerator (SR-TENG) for

converting rotational energy into electric energy. The unique advantage of introducing the

single-electrode TENG is to overcome the difficulty in making the connection in harvesting

rotational energy such as from a moving and rotating tire/wheel. The fabricated device

consists of a rotary acrylic disc with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) blades and an Al

electrode fixed on the base. The systematical experiments and theoretical simulations

indicate that the asymmetric SR-TENGs exhibit much better output performances than

those of the symmetric TENGs at the same rotation rates. The asymmetric SR-TENG with

seven PTFE units at the rotation rate of 800 r/min can deliver a maximal output voltage of

55 V and a corresponding output power of 30μWon a load of 100MΩ, which can directly light up tens of red light-emitting diodes. The SR-TENG has been utilized

to harvest mechanical energy from rotational motion of a bicycle wheel. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the SR-TENG can be applied to scavenge wind energy

and as a self-powered wind speed sensor with a sensitivity of about 0.83 V/(m/s). This study further expands the operation principle of a single-electrode-based

TENG and many potential applications of TENGs for scavenging ambient rotational energy and as a self-powered environment monitoring sensor.
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distributed and produces no greenhouse gas emis-
sions during operation.16 Converting wind energy into
electricity usually relies upon wind turbines based on
electromagnetic induction,17 which has several disad-
vantages, including high cost, huge size and weight,
and low mobility. To overcome these limitations, it is
necessary to exploit creative techniques to invent
new wind energy harvesters. On the other hand, the
developed wind speed sensors can work based on
mechanical rotation, temperature change, or laser
Doppler,18�20which plays an important role inweather
monitoring. However, these wind speed sensors must
depend on external power sources or batteries. A self-
powered technique has been developed for self-
sustained sensors by harvesting ambient energy with-
out conventional external power sources, such as self-
powered displacement, acceleration, mercury ions,
glucose, and magnetic field sensors.21�25 Thus, devel-
oping stable and high-performance self-poweredwind
sensors is critical for real-time weather monitoring in
remote areas.
In this paper, an SR-TENG was developed to convert

rotational/mechanical energy into electricity. The SR-
TENG contains an acrylic discwith adhered PTFE blades
and an Al foil, where PTFE units serve as a triboelectric
material with negative triboelectric charges, and Al foil
serves not only as the triboelectric material but also
as the single electrode. The operation principle is
analyzed by comparing output performances of the

asymmetric SR-TENG and symmetric SR-TENG via ex-
periments and simulations. The asymmetric SR-TENG
with seven PTFE units distributed nonuniformly on the
rotating wheel can achieve a maximal output perfor-
mance, which can directly light up 30 red commercial
LEDs. Moreover, the fabricated TENG can be applied on
a bicycle wheel to scavenge mechanical energy from
rotational motion and can be used as both a wind
energy harvester and as an active self-powered wind
speed sensor. This study gives a further understanding
of the TENG's operation principle and extends the
potential applications to rotational energy harvesting
and self-powered sensing techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic structure of the SR-TENG with one PTFE
unit is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a. The TENG
is composed of an acrylic disc (r = 4 cm) with a PTFE
blade (2 cm� 6 cm) and an Al electrode (7 cm� 12 cm)
fixed on the elastomer base. Here, the elastomer was
selected as a buffer to bring the PTFE unit in full contact
with the Al electrode periodically during the rotation
process, and the PTFE unit acts as a triboelectric
polymer while the Al foil plays dual roles as a tribo-
electric layer and as an electrode. The acrylic disc is
fixed on a rotational motor. In order to improve the
surface roughness and therefore enhance the triboe-
lectrification between the layers, the PTFE unit was
modified by creating a layer of nanoparticle-like

Figure 1. Device structure and the output performance of the asymmetric SR-TENG with one PTFE unit. (a) Schematic
diagram. (b) SEM image of PTFE surface modified with nanoparticle-like structure. (c) Output performance of the SR-TENG
with one PTFE unit under a rotation rate of 800 r/min (rpm). Inset: Photograph of SR-TENG and enlarged view of the voltage
peaks. (d) Output voltages of SR-TENG at different rotation rates ranging from 100 to 800 r/min (rpm).
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structures via a dry-etching method using inductively
coupled plasma. The average diameter of the nano-
particles on the surface is about 100 nm, as illustrated
in Figure 1b. Figure 1c presents the output perfor-
mance of the SR-TENG with one PTFE unit at a rotation
rate of 800 r/min, revealing that the maximal output
voltage can reach 20 V. The inset in the upper left
corner is a photograph of the SR-TENG. The magnified
view of the voltage peaks is plotted in the lower-right
corner, exhibiting the ac output voltage signals.
Figure 1d shows the output voltage of the SR-TENG at
different rotation rates ranging from 100 to 800 r/min,
indicating that the output voltage increases gradually
with the increase of rotation rate. The corresponding
output current and output power density, which were
calculated based upon the loading resistance, as dis-
played in Figure S1, indicate the same variation ten-
dency as that of output voltage, as expected.
To further improve the performance of the SR-TENG,

an even number of PTFE units were adhered on the
acrylic disc symmetrically. The schematic diagram of

the SR-TENG with two PTFE units distributed symme-
trically is displayed in Figure 2a. The output voltage of
the SR-TENG at the rotation rate of 800 r/min is plotted
in Figure 2b, with the photograph inset in the lower-
right corner. Figure 2c illustrates the output voltage of
the SR-TENG at different rotation rates, revealing that
the voltage increases with increasing the rotation rate
from 100 to 800 r/min. It is worth noticing that the SR-
TENG with two PTFE units exhibits a lower output
performance than that of the SR-TENG with one PTFE
unit (shown in Figure 1d) at the same rotation rates. To
further confirm the results, the output performances of
SR-TENGs with the four, six, and eight symmetrically
located PTFE units were measured, respectively. The
photographs of the TENGs were displayed in Figure S2.
Figure 2d presents a three-dimensional surface graph,
which plots the overall trend of how the output voltage
varies with the change in both the number of PTFE
units and rotation rates (the original voltage is plotted
in Figure S3). It is interesting that the output volt-
age clearly decreases as the number of PTFE units

Figure 2. Device structure and the output performance of the symmetric SR-TENG. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Output voltage
of the SR-TENGwith two PTFE units at a rotation rate of 800 r/min. Inset: Photograph of the SR-TENG. (c) Output voltage of the
SR-TENG with two PTFE units at different rotation rates. (d) 3D surface graph of the varied output voltage on changing both
the number of PTFE units and rotation rate. (e, f) Corresponding 2D graphs derived from the 3D surface graph. (g) 3D surface
graph of the varying output power on changing both the number of PTFE units and rotation rate. (h, i) Corresponding 2D
graphs derived from the 3D surface graph.
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increases, while it increases as the rotation rate in-
creases. Two 2D graphs are depicted in Figure 2e and f
for more details and information, which are extracted
from Figure 2d by projecting the voltage�number of
surface units and voltage�rotation rate surface, re-
spectively. Similarly, the dependence of power on
the number of units and rotation rate is plotted in
Figure 2g, h, and i, respectively. The relationship be-
tween the output power and number of units/rotation
rate represents the same variation trend as that of
voltage. Through the above-mentioned computational
procedure, the output current curves of the TENG with
two, four, six, and eight PTFE units at different rotation
rates are illustrated in Figure S4.
The mechanism of the fabricated SR-TENG is based

on the contact and separation between the PTFE and
Al electrode in the rotating process.21 The PTFE units
with triboelectric charges sliding out and in the bottom
Al electrode will periodically generate an electric po-
tential difference between the triboelectric-charged
surfaces, resulting in electrons flowing from the
ground to Al or from Al to the ground through the
external load. To explain the experimental results in
Figure 2, a numerical simulation via COMSOL has been
employed to verify the electric potential distribution in

the TENG and the charge transfer between the Al and
the ground, as plotted in Figure 3. The model con-
structed here has the same structure and dimensions
as the real device, where the Al electrode was con-
nected with the ground. The simulated results of the
electric potential distribution in the symmetric SR-
TENG with two PTFE units at rotation angles of 0�
and 90� are depicted in Figure 3a, while those at other
rotation angles (from 10� to 170�) are displayed in
Figure S5, where the bottom PTFE unit was used as the
benchmark. When the rotation angle is 0, the bottom
PTFE unit fully contacts the Al electrode, where the
electric potential on the PTFE unit surface is the lowest.
As the bottom PTFE unit slides out, the potential
dramatically increases. At a rotation angle of 90�, the
electrical potential reaches a maximal value. The elec-
tric potential difference between the PTFE unit and the
Al electrode and the amount of the total charge on the
Al electrode vary periodically with increasing rotation
angle, as illustrated in Figure 3b. Themaximal potential
difference and the maximal amount of transferred
charges can be up to 5.32 kV and 1.51 nC, respectively.
This indicates that the charges periodically transfer
between Al and the groundwhen the SR-TENG rotates.
Similarly, as for the symmetric SR-TENG with four PTFE

Figure 3. Simulations of the symmetric SR-TENG. (a) Electric potential distribution in the symmetric SR-TENG with two PTFE
units at rotation angles of 0� and 90�. (b) Electric potential difference between the PTFE unit and the Al electrode and the
amount of total charge on the Al electrode varying with increasing rotation angle. (c) Electric potential distribution in the
symmetric TENGwith four PTFE units at rotation angles of 0� and 50�. (d) Electric potential difference and the amount of total
charges varying with rotation angle. (e) Electric potential distribution in a symmetric SR-TENG with six PTFE units at rotation
angles of 0� and 30�. (f) Electric potential difference and the amount of total charges varying with rotation angle.
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units and six PTFE units, the calculated results are
plotted in Figures 3c,e, S6, and S7. The potential
difference between PTFE and the Al electrode and
the amount of total charges represent the same varia-
tion trends, where the corresponding maximal values
are 0.57 kV and 0.85 nC in the SR-TENG with four PTFE
units and 0.03 kV and 0.65 nC in the SR-TENG with six
PTFE units, as is shown in Figure 3d and f. Surprisingly,
the simulated results well match the variation trend of
themeasured experimental results showing the output
voltage decreases as the number of PTFE units in-
creases, which can be explained by the counteracting
triboelectric-induced static electric fields. For the sym-
metric SR-TENG with two PTFE units, the total electric
field on the Al electrode surface can be determined
by the two charged PTFE units. Due to the location
symmetry of the two PTFE units, the total electric field
on the Al surface will be lowest, resulting in a smaller
potential difference between the PTFE unit and Al at
the same rotation angle as compared with that with
only one PTFE unit. As the number of symmetric PTFE
units gradually increases from two to eight, the coun-
teracting of the electric fields would be more remark-
able, leading to TENGs with two, four, six, and eight
symmetric PTFE units achieving reduced output per-
formances. On the one hand, the simulations are
relevant to the supposed surface charge density and
represent static open-circuit potential. Moreover, the
simulations provide some relevant reference informa-
tion on the performance of the TENG, in which any
influencing factors cannot be considered. In this study,
the simulations indicate that the performance of the
symmetric TENGdecreases as the number of PTFE units
increases. This variation trend is consistent with that of
the experiment data. It is still of essential significance
even if the specific rate of change might be slightly
different between the simulations and experimental
results.
To enhance the performance of the SR-TENG, asym-

metric SR-TENGs with different numbers of PTFE units
were constructed and assessed. Figure 4a displays the
schematic diagram of the asymmetric SR-TENG with
two PTFE units, where the output voltage of the device
can be up to 29 V at the rotation rate of 800 r/mim, as
illustrated in Figure 4b. Figure 4c displays the output
voltage of the SR-TENG at different rotation rates rang-
ing from 100 to 800 r/min. It can be seen that the
output performance of the SR-TENG increases with
increasing rotation rate. To systematically investigate
the performance of the asymmetric SR-TENG, TENGs
with different numbers of PTFE units were constructed
and are displayed in Figure S8. The output voltages of
the asymmetric SR-TENG with different numbers of
PTFE units at different rotation rates weremeasured, as
plotted in Figure S9. Two 3D surface graphs summar-
ized from Figure S9 are presented in Figure 4d and g,
which correspond to the output voltage and power,

respectively, indicating that both the output voltage
and power increase with the increasing rotation rate,
but rise and then decline as the number of PTFE units
increases. Four 2D graphs derived from these two 3D
graphs by projecting are depicted in Figure 4e, f, h, and
i, revealing the output voltage andpower at the various
rotation rates and various numbers of PTFE units,
respectively. The output performance of an asym-
metric SR-TENG with an odd number of PTFE units is
displayed in the four 2D graphs. The performance of an
asymmetric SR-TENG with various numbers of PTFE
units is plotted in Figure S10. The output performance
can be improved by increasing the rotation rate. How-
ever, at the same rotation rate, the output performance
of the SR-TENG increases first and then decreases with
an increasing number of PTFE units from 1 to 13. The
asymmetric SR-TENG with seven PTFE units ap-
proaches the maximal output performance, which
covers ∼50% of the circumference of the wheel at
the maximum nonsymmetry (see Figure 4K). Figure 4j
presents the output voltage of the asymmetric
SR-TENG with seven PTFE units at the rotation rate of
800 r/min, which can be up to 60 V. The SR-TENG can be
utilized to directly light up 30 red commercial LEDs,
as displayed in Figure 4k,l and movie file 1 (see the
Supporting Information).
To understand the enhancement mechanism of the

asymmetric SR-TENG, the electric potential distribution
in the device and the charge transfer between the Al
and the ground were simulated numerically using
COMSOL. The model proposed here is the same as
the real asymmetric SR-TENG device in structure and
dimension. Figure 5a shows the simulated results of
the electric potential distributions in the asymmetric
SR-TENG with one PTFE unit at the rotation angles
of 0� and 240�, while the simulated results at the
other rotation angles from 10� to 350� are depicted
in Figure S11. The electric potential difference between
the PTFE unit and the Al electrode, as well as the
amount of the total charges on the Al electrode, in-
creases first and then drops in one rotation period, with
both the maximal values approaching 13.07 kV and
1.53 nC at a rotation angle of 180�, respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 5b. Figures 5c, S12, 5e, S13, 5g, S14,
5i, S15, 5k, and S16 show the calculation results of the
asymmetric SR-TENG with two, three, four, five, and six
PTFE units, respectively, revealing the same variation
trends as compared with that with one PTFE unit.
Figure 5d, f, h, j, and l illustrate that the maximal values
of the electric potential difference and the amount of
total charges are up to 19.78 kV and 3.22 nC for two
PTFE units, 24.41 kV and 4.46 nC for three PTFE units,
27.11 kV and 5.18 nC for four PTFE units, 29.05 kV and
5.74 nC for five PTFE units, and 29.25 kV and 6.11 nC for
six PTFE units, respectively. The calculated results indi-
cate that the potential difference and the amount
of transferred charges increase with an increasing
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number of PTFE units from one to six, which match
well with the experimental results in Figure 4. When
seven PTFE units are adhered adjacently on the acrylic
disc, the SR-TENG exhibits the largest output perfor-
mance. Once the number of PTFE units is more than
seven, the output performance decreases gradually
due to the symmetrically counteracting electric field
proposed above. As a result, the SR-TENG with 13
PTFE units has the lowest output performance since
the acrylic disc is almost completely covered by PTFE
units.

To illustrate the potential applications of the SR-
TENG, we designed a device on a commercial bicycle
wheel to harvest rotational mechanical energy. Figure
6a presents the photograph of the fabricated SR-TENG
with eight PTFE units distributed symmetrically on
a wheel, with the close-up view shown in Figure 6b
and c. Thirty red commercial LED bulbs, divided into
two groups connected to the SR-TENG with reversed
polarity, were lighted up under the fast rotating wheel,
as displayed in Figure 6d,e and movie file 2 (see the
Supporting Information). Figure 6f shows the output

Figure 4. Device structure and output performance of the asymmetric SR-TENG. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Output voltage of
the SR-TENGwith two PTFE units at the rotation rate of 800 r/min. Inset: Photograph of the SR-TENG. (c) Output voltage of the
SR-TENG at different rotation rates. (d) 3D surface graph of the output voltage varying upon changing both the number of
PTFE units and rotation rate. (e, f) 2D graphs derived from the 3D surface graph. (g) 3D surface graph of the output power
varyingwith changing both the number of PTFE units and rotation rate. (h, i) 2D graphs derived from the 3D surface graph. (j)
Output voltage of the SR-TENG with seven PTFE units at the rotation rate of 800 r/min. (k, l) 30 red LEDs lighted up by the SR-
TENG with seven PTFE units.
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performance of the wheel-based SR-TENG with differ-
ent numbers of PTFE units distributed symmetrically
(1, 2, 4, 6 and 8) at the same rotation rate of about
75 rpm. The output voltages do not change with in-
creasing PTFE units, as presented in Figure 6g. Because

the symmetrically counteracting electric field functions
in a short-range action, the electric fields induced
by the symmetric PTFE units on the wheel have a
negligible influence on each other due to the much
longer distance between them. As a comparison,

Figure 5. Simulations of the asymmetric SR-TENG. (a, c, e, g, i, and k) Electric potential distribution in the asymmetric SR-TENG
with one, two, three, four, five, and six PTFE units at rotation angles of 0� and 240�. (b, d, f, h, j, and l) Corresponding electric
potential difference between the PTFE unit and the Al electrode, and the amount of total charges on the Al electrode varying
with increasing rotation angle.
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the asymmetric SR-TENG installed on the bicycle wheel
was also assessed, as shown in Figure S17, indicating
that the output voltage pulses can be improved as the
number of PTFE units increases, ranging from one to
eight, due to the enhancement of electric fields, where
the induced elastic electric fields of the PTFE units still

have an effect on each other. Moreover, the symmetric
TENG is preferable for some devices that need to keep
the good balance in the rotating process.
To demonstrate the application of the SR-TENG as

a wind energy harvester and a wind speed sensor,
an energy harvesting and sensor system has been

Figure 6. Demonstration of the SR-TENG installed on a bicycle wheel. (a) Photograph of the SR-TENG with eight PTFE units. (b)
Close-up view of the SR-TENG. (c) Close-up view of the Al electrode. (d, e) 30 red LEDs driven by the SR-TENG. (f) Output voltage
of the SR-TENG with different numbers of PTFE units. (g) Dependence of the output voltage on the number of PTFE units.

Figure 7. SR-TENG-based device as awind energy harvester and awind speed sensor. (a) Photographof the device. (b)Output
voltage at differentwind speeds. (c) Relationship between the voltage and thewind speed. (d, e) 30 red LEDs lighted upby the
SR-TENG device.
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fabricated, as illustrated in Figure 7a. The designed
system consists of awind cup, a framework, a shaft, and
an asymmetric SR-TENG with seven PTFE units. The
output performances of the SR-TENG at different wind
speeds are displayed in Figure 7b. The output voltage
increases with increasing the wind speed, where the
maximal value can approach 23 V at a wind speed of
32.6m/s. The relationship between the voltage and the
wind speed is plotted in Figure 7c, revealing a clear
linear relationship by fitting the data with a sensitivity of
0.83V/(m/s),which is beneficial for practical applications
as sensors for detecting real-time wind speed. To con-
firm the obtained output signals in Figure 7b produced
by the TENG, the generated electricity was used to
directly light up 30 red LEDs, as depicted in Figure 7d,e
and movie file 3 (see the Supporting Information).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated a SR-TENG for
scavenging mechanical energy from rotational mo-
tions. The fabricated device consists of a rotary acrylic

disc with PTFE blades and an Al electrode fixed on the
base. The systematical experiments and theoretical
simulations indicate that the asymmetric SR-TENGs
have a much better output performance than the
symmetric SR-TENGs, which is associated with the
counteracting of elastic electric fields on the SR-PTFE
units in the symmetric structure. The asymmetric SR-
TENG with seven PTFE units can deliver an output
voltage of about 55 V and a power of about 30 μW
under a load of 100 MΩ at a rotation rate of 800 r/min,
which can be utilized to directly drive tens of red
commercial LEDs. To illustrate the potential applica-
tions of the SR-TENGs asmechanical energy harvesters,
the SR-TENG has been applied on a bicycle wheel to
scavenge mechanical energy from the wheel's rota-
tions. Moreover, we also demonstrated that the SR-
TENG can be utilized to harvest wind energy and as a
self-powered wind speed sensor with a sensitivity of
about 0.83 V/(m/s). The designed SR-TENGs have po-
tential applications in ambient rotation energy har-
vesting and self-powered sensor systems.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Modification of Nanoparticle-Based PTFE Film. A PTFE film with a
thickness of 1 mm was cleaned and then blown dry. Subse-
quently, a thin film of Au with a thickness of 10 nm was
deposited onto the PTFE surface using a dc sputter, as the mask
for the etching process. Then, inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
reactive ion etching was employed to generate nanoparticle-
basedmodifications on the surface of the PTFE film. Specifically,
Ar, O2, and CF4 gases were fed into the ICP chamber with flow
rates of 15, 10, and 30 sccm, respectively. One power source of
400 W was utilized to produce a high density of plasma, and
another power of 100Wwas used to accelerate the plasma ions.
The PTFE filmwas etched for 10 s in order to obtain nanoparticle-
like structures on the surface.

Fabrication of the Rotary Single-Electrode-Based TENG. Several
etched PTFE unitswere located symmetrically or asymmetrically
on the edge of an acrylic disc, which was connected to the
rotational motor. An Al electrode was fixed on the elastomer
base to make the PTFE blades contact fully with it during
rotation. To demonstrate the potential applications of the rotary
TENG as a mechanical energy harvester, eight PTFE units were
adhered on the bicycle wheel symmetrically, with an Al foil
fastened flatly in the position of the brake pads. To verify the
capacity of the asymmetric TENG in wind energy scavenging
and as a self-powered wind speed sensor, a TENG device was
fabricated that consists of a conventional wind cup, a frame-
work, a shaft, and an asymmetric TENG with seven PTFE units.
The components and parts were adhered lightly.

Measurement of the Fabricated Devices. In the measurement
process, the output voltage of the TENG was measured by a
Keithley 6514 system electrometer under a loading resistance of
100 MΩ.
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